Abstract: Electrostatic forces, acting between helices and modulated by the presence of the ion atmosphere, are key determinants in the energetic balance that governs RNA folding. Previous studies have employed Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory to compute the energetic contribution of these forces in RNA folding. However, the complex interaction of these electrostatic forces with RNA features such as tertiary contact formation, specific ion-binding, and complex interhelical junctions present in prior studies precluded a rigorous evaluation of PB theory, especially in physiologically important Mg 2+ solutions. To critically assess PB theory, we developed a model system that isolates these electrostatic forces. The model system, composed of two DNA duplexes tethered by a polyethylene glycol junction, is an analog for the unfolded state of canonical helix-junction-helix motifs found in virtually all structured RNAs. This model system lacks the complicating features that have precluded a critical assessment of PB in prior studies, ensuring that interhelical electrostatic forces dominate the behavior of the system. The system's simplicity allows PB predictions to be directly compared with small-angle X-ray scattering experiments over a range of monovalent and divalent ion concentrations. These comparisons indicate that PB is a reasonable description of the underlying electrostatic energies for monovalent ions, but large deviations are observed for divalent ions. The validation of PB for monovalent solutions allows analysis of the change in the conformational ensemble of this simple motif as salt concentration is changed. Addition of ions allows the motif to sample more compact microstates, increasing its conformational entropy. The increase of conformational entropy presents an additional barrier to folding by stabilizing the unfolded state. Neglecting this effect will adversely impact the accuracy of folding analyses and models.
Introduction
Noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) play a number of roles in cellular function and control.
1 For many of these ncRNAs, folding from a disordered unfolded state is a critical first step in the acquisition of biological activity. The diverse and essential biological functions played by these ncRNAs underscore the need to understand their folding at a fundamental level. Superficially, RNA folding may resemble protein folding. However, RNA folding differs fundamentally from protein folding in ways that complicate the application of knowledge and intuition gained from protein folding research. In particular, the absence of a hydrophobic core and the many degrees of freedom and high charge density in the nucleic acid backbone present serious challenges in the analysis of RNA folding.
Thankfully, several simplifying features exist for RNA folding. The stability of RNA helices ensures that secondary structure is present even under conditions that preclude tertiary folding.
2 Therefore, it is natural to define the unfolded state of structured RNA as the fluctuating conformational ensemble containing helical elements of secondary structure and the junctions that join them. In this view, folding is the balance between the disparate stabilizing and resisting forces that act on the heterogeneous unfolded state, transforming it into a stable, folded structure.
2-4 Strong electrostatic repulsion between helices, modulated by solution ion concentration, resists folding. Conformational biases present in the junctions that join helical elements can assist in bringing distant regions of the molecule together, allowing tertiary contacts and specific ion-binding sites to form that further stabilize the folded structure. Understanding these forces individually will greatly advance our knowledge of the fundamental processes that govern folding. Folding experiments have demonstrated that RNA structure is strongly dependent on interhelical electrostatic forces, modulated by solution ions; these forces exist independent of tertiary contact formation or specific ion-binding. These electrostatic forces are largely responsible for the conformational "relaxation" of various structured RNAs in response to increasing concentration of solution ions. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] This strong ion dependence has long motivated researchers to model the roles that ions play in screening the electrostatic forces between helices.
A major advance in our understanding came with the realization that the ion atmospheresa fluctuating and loosely structured sheath of ions that surrounds polyelectrolytessis responsible for the bulk of the electrostatic screening supplied by solution ions. Draper and co-workers have written extensively on this subject and have introduced a framework for modeling the ion atmosphere and its energetic contribution to the stabilization of folded RNAs. This framework employs Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory to model the electrostatic interactions present in the ion atmosphere and typically treats the unfolded and folded conformational ensembles of the RNA as either two distinct structures or a small collection of structures. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The simplicity of this frameworksPB theory is computationally tractable and a two-structure formalism obviates the needtoconstructphysicallyrealisticconformationalensemblesshas led to its application in modeling diverse RNAs such as tRNA, rRNA, RNA pseudoknots, the Tetrahymena ribozyme, and the hairpin ribozyme. [10] [11] [12] [15] [16] [17] Despite the reasonable agreement between framework predictions and experimental results found in these studies, there are reasons to question the underlying assumptions of the framework. Theoretical arguments and some experiments have suggested that simplifications in PB theory render it inaccurate for solutions containing physiological concentrations of Mg 2+ and other multivalent salts. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Furthermore, it is unclear how well a single structure or small ensemble of structures represents the multiple conformations of the unfolded ensemble. The validity of these assumptions has been difficult to test. Previous studies have focused on realistic RNAs containing tertiary contacts, specific ion-binding sites, and complex interhelical junctions. The difficulty in modeling these RNA elements computationally has made it impossible to compare with confidence the framework predictions obtained from PB theory and experimental results. Furthermore, the a priori assumption of a single unfolded structure in the framework has implicitly forced comparisons between experiments conducted on what are likely to be conformational ensembles and simulations computed on single structures.
Critical assessment of PB theory demands a molecular platform that permits both theoretical and experimental examination of the electrostatic forces that govern the conformational ensemble of structured nucleic acids. To this end, we have created a model system consisting of two DNA duplexes joined by a short polyethylene glycol (PEG) junction. Despite its simplicity, the system captures essential aspects of a fundamental and ubiquitous nucleic acid motif: the unfolded state of two regions of Watson-Crick base pairing joined by a junction. Such motifs are present in all structured RNAs with great variability in junction structure and sequence. However, in distinct contrast to the complex RNAs investigated in previous studies, our tethered duplex system lacks tertiary contacts, specific ion-binding sites, and complex junction regions. The absence of these complicated features ensured that we probed the interhelical electrostatic forces in isolation and not some convolution of these forces with tertiary contact formation, and specific ion-binding.
We utilized small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to probe the conformational ensemble of the tethered duplex system under a range of monovalent and divalent ion concentrations. SAXS is ideally suited for monitoring the tethered duplex conformational ensemble as it is a direct measurement of the solution state of the ensemble in thermodynamic equilibrium under different ionic conditions. In particular, the experimentally measured SAXS profile is a direct sum over the scattering contributions from the individual ensemble conformers. 9 We employed Monte Carlo (MC) sampling, driven by energies computed from PB theory, to construct conformational ensembles at each experimental condition. SAXS observables were computed from the atomic models of the ensemble and compared to experimental profiles. 25 The use of MC sampling generates ensembles whose conformers are properly weighted with respect to the PB energy function and avoids the framework's a priori assumption that a small collection of selected conformers can adequately represent the underlying conformational ensemble.
Our results show that PB is reasonably consistent with experiments over a wide range of concentrations for monovalent ions. However, PB introduces significant errors for divalent ions and thus its quantitative applicability in RNA-Mg 2+ systems should be reconsidered. The validation of PB for monovalent ions allows us to determine what is lost in replacing the conformational ensemble with a single structure. We find that the conformational entropy of the tethered duplexsand by analogy, other structured RNAssincreases with ionic concentra-tion, stabilizing the unfolded state. Neglecting this stabilization will adversely affect the accuracy of folding analyses that approximate the unfolded ensemble as a single static structure.
Experimental Section
Sample Preparation and SAXS Data Acquisition. The tethered duplex model consisted of two 12 bp DNA duplexes joined by a flexible PEG tether of 6 ethylene glycol monomers (Figure 1 ). The component oligonucleotides were synthesized, purified and annealed as described previously. 9 The DNA stock solution was dialyzed into 40 mM Na-MOPS buffer, pH 7.0, with additional monovalent or divalent salt at the indicated concentration. The final DNA concentration ranges from 0.04 to 0.08 mM. SAXS data were acquired at the BESSRC-CAT beamline 12-IDC at the Advanced Photon Source as described previously.
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Conformational Sampling and Calculation of SAXS Profiles. We employed a MC algorithm to sample the energy landscape and construct unfolded ensembles at each ionic concentration. The energy of a candidate conformer was decomposed into two terms: H E , a term that describes the interduplex electrostatic repulsion and H PEG , a term that describes the contribution from the chain entropy of the PEG tether. H E was computed by solving the PB equation for all-atom representations of the DNA duplexes using the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver v0.4.0 under ionic conditions identical to the experiments. 27 H PEG was computed as the logarithm of the probability distribution of end-to-end distances observed in a separate MC simulation of the PEG tether in isolation. Further details may be found in the Supporting Information.
Theoretical SAXS intensities for each structure in the ensemble were computed with CRYSOL. 25 The predicted ensemble scattering profile at each ion condition was computed as the average of the individual scattering profiles. Simulation convergence was tested using 10-fold cross validation (Supplementary Table 2 , Supporting Information). The magnitude of the scattering contribution from the ion atmosphere was estimated and removed from the scattering data using the procedure in ref. 9 The resulting scattering profiles were directly compared to theoretical predictions. Experimental errors were estimated using at least triplicate repeats for selected measurements.
Results

SAXS Reveals an Ion-Dependent Conformational Change.
We applied SAXS to obtain a quantitative measure of the conformational ensemble of the tethered duplex over a wide range of ionic conditions. The tethered duplex SAXS profiles are plotted in the Holtzer representation (i.e., scattering intensity multiplied by momentum transfer s ) 2 sin θ/λ, where 2θ is the total scattering angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength) over a range of Na Figure 2A , circles) and Mg
2+
(0.05-500 mM, Figure 2B , circles) concentrations. In all cases, the stated ion concentrations are in addition to the background 16 mM Na + from the Na-MOPS buffer. The Holtzer representation has been shown in previous studies to be sensitive to structural changes in the tethered duplex. 9 Conventional analyses typically derive the radius of gyration (R g ) or the atomic pairwise distribution function from SAXS data through fitting and extrapolation of all or part of the data.
28,29 However, these protocols can introduce errors or distortions to the original data through the choice of fitting parameters. Furthermore, the derivation of R g only uses data at extremely small scattering angles, discarding the bulk of the structural data at higher angles. We have used the full SAXS profiles to analyze the molecular structure, thereby avoiding any artificial disturbance of the structural information. At low ionic conditions (0 mM Na + or 0.05 mM Mg 2+ , Figure 2 , bottom profiles), the "saddle" shape of the profile reflects an approximately collinear arrangement of two duplexes. As the ion concentration increases, the eventual disappearance of the second peak in the scattering profiles (Figure 2, top profiles) , and putrescine 2+ ) ions (see "Critical Assessment of PB Theory"). The general dependence of structure on ionic concentration is consistent with nonspecific electrostatic interactions that are primarily responsible for the observed structural changes, as would be expected for the tethered duplex system. However, the specific molecular details of the ionmediated structural, energetic, and entropic changes at the microstate level are missing from the experimental description, as SAXS only probes the mean structure of the unfolded ensemble. For insight into these critical aspects of the unfolded ensemble, we must turn to theoretical descriptions.
Monte Carlo Sampling Reproduces SAXS-Observed
Conformational Changes in Monovalent Ion Solutions. To understand the changes in the SAXS profiles as a function of ionic conditions, we employed a MC approach (Experimental Section) to create detailed models of the unfolded ensemble over a wide range of ionic conditions. Our MC protocol sampled the conformations of the two duplexes using a simple polymer representation of the PEG tether and PB to compute the electrostatic energy. The ensemble models were used to predict the observed SAXS profile at each ionic condition. The SAXS profiles derived from MC exhibit structural changes similar to those observed experimentally, reflected by the gradual disappearance of the "saddle" in the SAXS profiles with increasing monovalent and divalent ion concentration (Figure 2, lines) . In particular, the predicted SAXS profiles for Na + are in good agreement with the experimental data over the entire concentration range of 0 -2 M (Figure 2A) , with a reduced-2 of 1.10. The agreement between the predicted and observed Mg 2+ -induced conformational change is notably weaker than that observed in Na + , with a reduced 2 of 3.87. Systematic deviations between the prediction and experiment are pronounced at [Mg 2+ ] g 0.2 mM ( Figure 2B ). In particular, the disappearance of the second peak in the predicted profiles is retarded relative to the experimental profiles and occurs at higher ionic concentration, suggesting that the ensemble derived using PB is more extended than the measured profiles indicate. The magnitude of the deviation is further analyzed in the discussion section (see "Critical Assessment of PB Theory").
Despite the retarded structural changes in the PB-derived ensemble for Mg 2+ , the trend of the conformational change with increasing ion concentration is well captured by the MC predictions, illustrating the link between electrostatic repulsion and the spatial arrangement of the duplexes. Under low ionic strength, the large electrostatic repulsion between the duplexes forces the unfolded ensemble to adopt more extended conformations; at high ion concentration, the screening of the ion atmosphere allows more compact states to be explored. This conformational change of the tethered duplex ensemble with increasing ion concentration was previously termed "electrostatic relaxation, based on observations of folding initiation in large RNA molecules by Mg 2+ addition.
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Discussion
Critical Assessment of PB Theory. PB theory, widely applied in protein and nucleic acid systems, describes the electrostatic potential around biological molecules. 13, [30] [31] [32] In PB theory, ions are treated as point charges that do not interact with one another; in this framework, excluded volume and ion-ion correlation effects are assumed to be negligible. Extensive theoretical work has examined the conditions under which these assumptions hold. [19] [20] [21] [33] [34] [35] [36] These studies suggested that PB works reasonably well for monovalent ions, consistent with a series of successful PB applications in predicting the DNA melting behavior as a function of monovalent salt. 37, 38 In contrast, PB was predicted to be inaccurate for divalent or higher charged ions in simulations and theoretical treatments [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] these observations are consistent with the inability of PB to account for duplex melting behavior as a function of divalent cation concentration. 39, 40 Nevertheless, direct and quantitative experimental tests of PB in divalent ions are rare. The aforementioned theoretical studies highlighting departures from PB theory typically compare PB against predictions from other simulations (e.g., Monte Carlo); such simulations, while incorporating some of the effects neglected by PB, still include simplifications and approximations whose importance in nucleic acid systems is unknown. [19] [20] [21] [22] 36, 41 Further, a series of recent analyses have led to the contradictory conclusion that PB is sufficient to explain many experimental observations in Mg 2+ -induced folding and stabilization of RNA. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 17 However, the interpretation of these experiments is complicated by the presence of tertiary contacts, multiple junctions, and specific ion-binding sites whose effects cannot currently be modeled accurately. Even the interpretation of the DNA duplex melting studies is complicated by the presence of multiple single-stranded states at different salt concentrations. [42] [43] [44] These contradictory conclusions highlight the need for a simple and quantitative assessment of PB theory in a model system accessible to both theory and experiment. The tethered duplex satisfies this requirement. Its component duplexes eliminate the ambiguities associated with the modeling of specific ion-binding sites or tertiary contacts. Moreover, its PEG junction is well characterized and readily simulated with a simple polymer model. 45 In contrast, modeling a realistic RNA junction would have introduced many more ambiguities as models of RNA junctions, using molecular dynamics or other approaches, are of unknown or limited accuracy.
To provide a quantitative basis for comparison of the experiment and simulation, we expressed the experimental and predicted scattering profiles at different ionic concentrations I(s, [M] ) as the linear combination of low-ion (LI) and high-ion (HI) experimental scattering profiles, defined respectively as 0 M Na + and 500 mM Mg 2+ (added to the 16 mM Na + background) (eq 1):
The resulting fit coefficients a, b measure the degree of relaxation of the ensemble over the range of ionic conditions. We fitted a simple empirical Hill model to the observed structural relaxation in both the experimental SAXS data and theoretical ensemble (eq 2) as a function of the ionic concentration [M]:
Although the relaxation of the tethered duplex system is patently not two-state, such a fit is useful in describing the relaxation and guiding intuition. We emphasize that the Hill coefficient n does not describe discrete ion-binding sites. The fitted midpoint [M] 1/2 measures the ability of the ion to induce electrostatic relaxation; the stronger the screening, the lower the [M] 1/2 . Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured conformational change of the tethered duplex as a function of Na+ and Mg 2+ concentration (see Supplementary Figure 5 for other monovalent and divalent ions). The change in conformational ensemble is similar for the various monovalent ions (Li + , Na + , K + , Rb + , TMA + ), with the midpoints and Hill coefficients differing by <3 fold (Table 1) . We note, however, the presence of a modest variation in the screening of the different monovalent cations. For instance, comparison of midpoints reveals that Li + is able to induce structural relaxation at roughly half the concentration of Rb + (Table 1 ). The trend in screening efficiency, Li + > Na
correlates inversely with ion size as approximated by the first order hydration shell 46 (see Supplementary Figure 6 , Supporting Information). A similar correlation between ion size and the relative affinity of ions has been observed from a direct measurement of the number of associated competing ions around DNA duplexes. 24 In addition, the distribution of large ions is less dense in the vicinity of DNA. 47 Thus, the size-mediated modulation in screening is presumably due to the fact that larger cations associate more loosely around the DNA and cannot approach the DNA as closely as smaller ions, due to their larger excluded volume. Consistently, large polyamines have lower efficiencies in stabilizing DNA duplexes or folded RNA molecules than metal ions of equivalent charge. 7, 48 Similarly, the experimental divalent-modulated (Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , Ba 2+ , and putrescine 2+ ) relaxations are clustered and exhibit modest size-mediated differences (see Supplementary Figure 6 , Supporting Information). Their midpoints are approximately 100 fold smaller than those of the monovalent ions (∼0.8 mM for Mg 2+ , ∼200 mM for Na + , Table 1 ), indicating that divalent ions are much more efficient in reducing electrostatic repulsion than monovalents. The high efficiency of divalent ions in neutralizing the repulsion has been evident. Mg 2+ ions preferentially occupy the ion atmosphere around nucleic acids, even in the presence of large amounts of monovalent ions, 24 and induce folding transitions at much lower concentrations relative to monovalent ions.
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The Mg 2+ -induced relaxation is predicted quite poorly by PB theory with >10 fold difference between the experimentally (0.8 mM) and theoretically (21 mM) derived midpoints ( Figure  3B and Table 1 ). The lower value of the observed midpoint shows that the experimental ensemble is much more compact and relaxed at lower concentrations than the theoretically derived ensemble. This discrepancy indicates that Mg 2+ and other divalent ions are much better at screening the electrostatic repulsion between duplexes than PB predicts (Table 1) .
Although the electrostatic screening by Mg 2+ can dominantly determine the midpoint of a folding transition, it is also the case that Mg 2+ site-binding, tertiary contact formation, and alternative secondary structures in large RNAs can alter the apparent efficiency of Mg 2+ in reducing electrostatic repulsion. In contrast, the tethered duplex model studied herein is free of such complicating effects; thus, comparing the midpoints of divalent and monovalent ions provides a reference for the screening ability of different ions to induce electrostatic relaxation. The apparent agreement of PB electrostatic calculations with prior RNA folding data in Mg 2+ presumably arose from a coincidental cancelation of competing effects such as coupled tertiary folding, Mg 2+ site-binding, and, in some cases, consideration of a single unfolded conformer rather than an ensemble of unfolded conformers.
The observed deviations for divalent cations likely stem from the neglect of ion-ion correlations in the mean-field PB theory. For divalent ions, correlations stabilize high Mg 2+ concentrations near the duplex surface, allowing surface concentrations to exceed the PB prediction. 18, 34 This hypothesis is consistent with previous studies comparing ion distributions obtained from PB and explicit-ion MC around all-atom models of DNA. 33, [51] [52] [53] In these studies, PB was found to underestimate the surface concentration of divalent ions. The higher Mg 2+ surface concentration ensures that the phosphate charges are more effectively screened, explaining the downward shift in midpoints. Electrostatic relaxation at the microstate level. The ionic environment controls the relaxation of an unfolded RNA and regulates the transition of the molecule to the folded state in which the helices are closely assembled. The agreement of our simulated ensembles with experimental data for monovalent ion solutions (Figure 2A , B) allows us to visualize and characterize the electrostatic relaxation of a helix-junction-helix motif in terms of its constituent microstates. With this model, we can specifically analyze the change in the distribution of microstates as a function of monovalent ion concentration over the course of the relaxation, gaining insight into the electrostatic relaxation of unfolded or loosely structured nucleic acid systems. Although quantitative analyses cannot be performed for divalent ion solutions as these simulated ensembles do not appear to be accurate upon comparison with experimental data, analogous trends are expected. Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 7 (Supporting Information) depict the energetic and structural modulation of the unfolded tethered duplex ensemble that results from increasing ion concentration. In Figure 4 , one duplex is designated as a fixed reference duplex and the colored spheres represent the distal end of the "mobile" duplex. The final frame of the plot (lower-right) depicts the ensemble in the sterics-only case (i.e., infinite screening) computed by omitting the electrostatics term (H E ) in the MC modeling (Experimental Section).
A salient feature of the ensembles is the marked conformational bias in the distribution of one duplex relative to another. The distribution of the distal end of the mobile duplex is not Colors represent the energetic difference between the conformer and the minimum-energy conformer observed in the ensemble. Red, 0-1 kBT; Orange, 1-2 kBT; Yellow, 2-3 kBT; Blue, >3 kBT. The representation of each duplex by a single point occasionally results in the juxtaposition of a high-energy conformer close to a low-energy one; these cases correspond to conformers whose distal ends are in close proximity to low-energy conformers, but whose orientations (hidden in this representation) are energetically unfavorable (e.g., stretch the PEG tether unfavorably).
isotropic with respect to the azimuthal angle (defined by the helical axis of the reference duplex). Rather, the ensemble adopts a "tilted umbrella" shape with respect to the helical axis of the fixed reference duplex; the minimum energy conformer is one where the two duplexes are positioned with an interhelical angle of approximately 150°. The asymmetry in the ensemble results from the junction attachment, which is not situated on the helical axis of the two duplexes. Rather, the PEG is attached off-axis to the 5′-and 3′-oxygens of the two duplexes, as is normal for nucleic acid attachment (Figure 1 ). This attachment introduces the observed tilting of the ensemble by making certain conformers sterically unfavorable. This bias can be seen most clearly in the stericsonly ensemble (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 7 , lowerright panel, Supporting Information) in which the influence of electrostatics has been removed. The persistent asymmetry indicates that biases in the relative orientation of two helical regions can arise solely from the tether connectivity. Future work should explore these biases for more realistic RNA tethers.
The electrostatic environment can alter the relative orientation between helical regions. At low ionic concentration, electrostatic repulsion restricts the ensemble to a very small subset of the sterically allowed conformations. Excursions away from the minimum are energetically costly; for example, placing the two helices at right angles requires approximately g2.0 kcal/mol. At high concentrations of monovalent ions, the ensemble explores a much larger volume of the sterically allowed space due to the enhanced screening afforded by the higher ion concentrations. Ionic screening flattens the energy landscape, reducing the energy differences between states. Under such conditions, large excursions away from the minimum-energy conformer do not cost much energy (Figure 4) .
Changes in conformational entropy necessarily accompany the flattening of the energy landscape. To see this, consider the conformational ensemble in the absence of electrostatics. In this case, the spatial distribution of the duplexes is dictated by the tether alone; heuristically, the duplexes move inside an effective potential well whose shape is determined by the junction that joins them. Electrostatics acts upon this potential by changing its shape under different salt conditions. At low salt, the shape of the potential well is altered to make nonextended conformers extremely unfavorable; as salt concentration is increased the well broadens to include these more relaxed conformers, leading to a stabilizing increase in conformational entropy. From these basic results, we infer that the conformational entropy of the unfolded state of realistic RNAs with preformed secondary structure also increases as they relax electrostatically during in Vitro folding experiments.
The substantial ion-dependent conformational changes in the unfolded state suggest that the ensemble is fundamental to the nature of the unfolded state and cannot be ignored a priori. For protein folding, it has been widely recognized that the unfolded state is critical for unraveling the structural and thermodynamic pathways for folding as it is the starting point for any folding event; moreover, the stability of the folded structure is determined by its stability relative to the unfolded state and other alternatively folded states. 54 Despite this, RNA folding studies often assume, explicitly or implicitly, that the unfolded state is well-approximated by a single "average" structure. 11, 17, 15 In such a framework, the unfolded "ensemble" is composed of a single structure and the change in free energy of the unfolded state in response to changing ionic conditions is determined entirely by the change in electrostatic energy of a single conformer. Because this unfolded state model consists of a single structure, the contribution of conformational entropy to the free energy of the unfolded state is neglected.
The single-structure approximation may underestimate the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of the unfolded state as salt conditions are modulated. The change in electrostatic energy of the ensemble, which in reality is a change in an ensemble average, may be poorly approximated by the change in electrostatic energy of just a single conformer. Even the use of several randomly selected conformers is unlikely to correct this deviation as the additional structures are not likely to give the correct weighting dictated by the underlying PB energy function. For the tethered duplex system, these errors may be estimated by comparing the results obtained from ensemble and single-structure representations of the unfolded state. The change in electrostatic energy afforded by adding 2 M monovalent ions to the 16 mM background was computed to be -1.7 kcal/mol for the single-structure representation; for the ensemble representation, the change in electrostatic energy was computed to be -2.7 kcal/mol, a deviation of ∼1.0 kcal/mol (Supplementary Figure 8 , Supporting Information). Correct consideration of the change conformational entropy will increase this deviation, further impacting estimates of folding free energies.
The PEG tether represents the limit of a flexible junction; realistic RNA junctions are expected to be less flexible (e.g., compact conformations can be eliminated by the presence of bases and the electrostatic repulsion between phosphate moieties 55 ). Thus, we expect that this discrepancy will be reduced for realistic junctions. However, biological RNAs typically contain multiple junctions and the energetic discrepancy associated with each junction, introduced by ignoring the ensemble nature of the unfolded state, is expected to be roughly additive. Given the unknown accuracy of computational models for RNA, there is no straightforward estimation of the free energy discrepancy introduced by the single-structure approximation for realistic RNAs. Nevertheless, the tethered duplex represents an idealized model where the effects induced by altering junction topology (e.g., single-vs double-stranded topologies) and electrostatics may be investigated in a straightforward and simple fashion. The alterations of junction topology or electrostatics in the tethered duplex model mirror those found in realistic RNA systems; for example, a double-stranded PEG junction is simply an idealized form of a double-stranded RNA junction. Insights gained from study of the tethered duplex model may help guide intuition into the molecular behavior of actual structured RNAs.
Conclusions and Implications. A critical assessment of PB theory requires a synthesis of experimental and theoretical approaches. The tethered duplex system studied herein allows precisely such a synthesis. Despite its simplicity, the tethered duplex approximates a fundamental and ubiquitous structural component of unfolded RNA, provides a conceptual foundation that can be applied to future studies of isolated helix-junctionhelix systems extracted from natural RNAs, and has allowed direct and quantitative comparison of SAXS measurements and simulations derived from PB theory to address its accuracy. For monovalent ions, the results verify that PB is a reasonable description of the electrostatic interaction between the duplexes. However, PB significantly underestimates the screening efficiency of Mg 2+ and other divalent cations by ∼10-fold, presumably due to the neglect of ion correlation effects. Ion correlation effects are expected to increase with higher charge density. 18, 34 As most functional RNAs consist of multiple helixjunction-helix motifs, these effects and thus the discrepancy of PB may be exacerbated as folding progresses to increasingly compact states. Improved electrostatic models will be required for accurate modeling of RNA conformations and dynamics.
Electrostatic forces are a key component in determining the spatial organization of duplexes in structured RNAs. Herein, the electrostatic relaxation induced by increasing monovalent ion concentration was quantitatively dissected at the microstate level through a combination of theory and experiment. The description of electrostatic relaxation at the microstate level reveals that at low ionic concentration, interhelical repulsion results in an energy landscape that populates a small subset of nearly collinear conformational states; with increasing ionic concentration, these repulsive forces are reduced by counterion screening, resulting in the electrostatic relaxation of the system and a gain of conformational entropy.
RNA folding is typically controlled in Vitro by varying the concentration of ions. Superficially, this bears some resemblance to control of protein folding in Vitro by changing denaturant concentration. However, for RNA, increasing ion concentration allows RNAs with preformed secondary structures to gain conformational entropy through electrostatic relaxation. This gain presents an additional barrier to folding as it stabilizes the unfolded state and must be compensated by favorable energetic contributions in the folded structure from tertiary contacts. Notably, this feature does not hold in typical protein folding where formation of secondary structure or hydrophobic collapse in response to reduced denaturant concentration is associated with a loss of conformational entropy.
These results suggest minimally that the common simplification that a single "average" conformer can encapsulate the properties of the unfolded ensemble must be reexamined, especially as this assumption has been commonly used in previous studies. Single-structure representations of the unfolded state introduce errors by neglecting the ensemble nature of the unfolded state. The exact magnitude of these errors for realistic RNAs can be analyzed analogously via the tethered duplex system presented herein, provided that accurate simulations can be conducted for realistic RNAs. The development of such models will undoubtedly be a critical challenge.
